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This chapter is divided into 2 parts. The first part is the conclusion concerning the study. The second part of this chapter concerns about the suggestions for people who will conduct their research on Sociolinguistics in general and the study of code mixing and code switching in particular.

5.1 Conclusion

The study was used to find out what languages spoken were mixed and switched during the trading process and to find out the reasons why the respondents did it. This study was under the theory of Sociolinguistics, bilingualism, code mixing, code switching, and Javanese Speech Levels.

This study was a qualitative research, which means that the writer observed the conversations and collected the data needed for the research herself. Furthermore, this study was also included as a participant observation, which means that the writer was also involved as the participant in the study.

In collecting the data, the writer recorded the conversation of the participants under study. Then, she wrote in her notebook. To analyze the data, the writer used the parameters. The parameters were the participants including their age, gender, family background, languages used, setting, time, topic and the goal.
Based on the analysis, the writer found out several languages that were used and the reasons why the participants did it. They are:

1. The languages, which were mixed and switched among jenang sellers and buyers in jenang shop in Pasar Baru Pare were Indonesian, Javanese Krama Language, Javanese Madya Language, Javanese Ngoko Language and a very small amount of Mandarin.

   a. It is easy for them to use it.
   b. It is used to express their respect to elder people and others.
   c. It is used to express ethnicity.
   d. It is used to express politeness.
   e. It is the influence of the vernacular forms.

2. The reasons in switching the codes were:
   a. It is a form of expressing close relationship.
   b. It is used to express their respect to elder people and others.
   c. It is easy to say.
   d. It is influenced by the age gap.

3. The reasons in mixing the codes were:

5.2. Suggestion

The study was taken place in a jenang shop in Pasar Baru Pare and the respondents were only six persons altogether. The result of this study may not represent all of the people who have their job and shops in all parts of Pasar Baru.
Pare, nor other markets. Therefore, the writer would like to give suggestion to the next researchers, who will deal with code mixing and code switching, to find other sources that can scope bigger amount of people, which will automatically result more accurate answers. Furthermore, they will be able to observe a more complete research and answer the questions that occur in our society that are waiting to be found.
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